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HOMOTOPY INVARIANCE OF TWISTED HIGHER
SIGNATURES ON MANIFOLDS WITH BOUNDARY
BY ERIC LEICHTNAM AND PAOLO PIAZZA (*)

ABSTRACT. — Let M be an oriented compact manifold with boundary. We assume
that TTi (M) is the product of a non-trivial finite group F and of a group F which is
either of polynomial growth or Gromov hyperbolic. We fix a non-trivial representation
p: F —>• U{€) and let Ep be the associated unitary flat bundle on M^We denote by M the
universal cover of M and we consider the F-Galois covering TT-.M/F —^ M, the lifted
flat bundle Ep = 7r*(-Ep) and the associated twisted signature operator. Under the
additional assumption that the induced twisted signature operator on the boundary
of M / F is -Z^-invertible, Lott has introduced in [L2] the twisted higher signatures
of M; our main result, a positive answer to a form of Novikov conjecture on manifolds
with boundary, is that these are homotopy invariants of the pair {M^QM). The proof
depends heavily on the 6-^?°°-pseudodifferential calculus developed in [LP1], on the
higher APS index theorem of [LP1] (here extended so as to cover Gromov-hyperbolic
groups) and on a classical result of Kaminker-Miller, stating the equality of the index
classes associated to two homotopy-equivalent hermitian Fredholm complexes.
RESUME. — INVARIANCE PAR HOMOTOPIE DES HAUTES SIGNATURES "TWISTEES"

SUR DES VARIETES A BORD. — Soit M une variete compacte orientee a bord. On
suppose que 71-1 (M) est Ie produit d'un groupe fini non trivial F et d'un groupe F
qui est soit a croissance polynomiale, soit hyperbolique au sens de Gromov. On se
donne une representation non triviale p : F -^ U(£) et on considere Ie fibre plat
unitaire associe Ep. On designe par M Ie revetement universel de M et on considere Ie
revetement F-galoisien T T ' . M / F —> M, Ie fibre plat releve Ep = Tr*{Ep) et Poperateur
de signature «twiste» associe. Sous Phypothese supplementaire que Poperateur de
signature «twiste» induit sur Ie bord de M/F est Z^-inversible, Lott a introduit
dans [L2] les hautes signatures «twistees » de M. Notre resultat principal — une reponse
positive a une conjecture de type Novikov pour les varietes a bord — est que ce sont des
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invariants d'homotopie de la paire (M, 9M). La preuve depend de maniere essentielle du
6-^°°-calcul pseudodifferentiel developpe dans [LP1], du theoreme d'indice superieur
APS de [LP1] (etendu ici au cas des groupes hyperboliques au sens de Gromov) et du
resultat classique de Kaminker-Miller enoncant Pegalite des classes d'indices associees
a deux complexes hermitiens de Fredholm homotopiquement equivalents.
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1. Proof of the main theorem
2. Examples
3. Remarks on the gap case
4. Appendix: The higher APS index formula for finitely presented groups

0. Introduction and main results
Let M be an oriented 4A;-dimensional compact manifold with boundary.
We fix a Riemannian metric g on M which is a product near the
boundary, we consider the Levi-Civita connection ^/M and the Hirzebruch
L-differential form ^(M.V^. Let D be the signature operator on M
and let T] = r] (Do) be the eta invariant associated to the odd signature
operator Do induced on the boundary <9M; thus, by definition,
9

(0.1)

y+oo

^(Do)=——
/
V71' Jo

T^Doe-^^dt.

Consider, finally, the difference
(0.2)

/ ^(M.V^-^.
JM
-

This difference is a homotopy invariant of the pair (M,9M). By this
we mean that if M' is another oriented 4A;/-dimensional manifold with
boundary, g ' a Riemannian metric on M' which is a product near the
boundary and if f:(M,OM) —^ (M'.QM') is a homotopy equivalence of
oriented pairs, then
/ ^(M.V^) - ^(Do) = /
JM

J M'

^(M'.V^) - ^(Do).
~

The proof of the homotopy invariance of (0.2) is the consequence of two
non-trivial results.
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• First, the Atiyah-Patodi-Singer index theorem, which equates (0.2)
to
ind(D+,H>)+^dimKer(Do),
with (D^H^) denoting, as usual, the Atiyah-Patodi-Singer boundary
value problem.
• Second, the Hodge theorem on M, which equates the number
b^D^H^) + i dimKer(Do)
with the signature of M, an a priori homotopy invariant. It is also possible
to twist everything by a flat bundle E of rank £; in this case the number
(0.3)

i ( ^(M.V^-^,
z
JM

with T]E the eta invariant associated to (D^)o, is a homotopy invariant
of M, since it is equal to the signature of M with values in E (see [APS2]
and [Lu]).
The homotopy invariance of (0.2) extends to manifolds with boundary the well known result about closed manifolds; on a closed manifold
N the characteristic number given by the integral over N of L(7V, V^)
is a homotopy invariant. If N is simply connected this number is essentially the only homotopy invariant of N expressible in terms of rational
characteristic classes. However, if the fundamental group of N is not trivial there are more (potential) homotopy invariants of this kind; these are
the higher Novikov signatures of N. We recall the definition.
Let F be the fundamental group of N . Let v\ N —> BT be the classifying
map associated to the universal cover of N . Fix a cohomology class
[c] eH^BY.C) =7:f*(r,C)
and consider the pullback

^[c]e^*(7V,C)=^*RWC).
Let C(N) e H^(N,C) be the L-class:
/;(7V)=[L(7V,V^)].
As [c] varies in H*(Br,C) the numbers
(0.4)

/ £{N)/\^[c]
JN
define the higher signatures of N. The Novikov conjecture asserts that all
these numbers are homotopy invariants of the closed manifold N. The
conjecture is still open in general although it has been proved for a number
of interesting cases and with a variety of different techniques. We refer
to [FRR] for a very nice (and relatively updated) survey.
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Notice that the expression (0.4) is not well denned on a manifold with
boundary (the cohomology class C(N) U ^*[c] appearing in (0.4) is an
absolute cohomology class which cannot be paired with the fundamental
class [N]).
Among the most successfull appoaches to the conjecture is the one that
employs higher index theory for the signature operator. This method, due
to Lusztig in the commutative case and then to Connes and Moscovici
in the noncommutative setting, applies to closed manifolds with a fundamental group r which is either Gromov-hyperbolic or virtually nilpotent
(i.e. of polynomial growth with respect to a word metric). Conceptually
the proof of the homotopy invariance of (0.4), as given by Lusztig and
Connes-Moscovici in these two cases, follows the two steps sketched at
the beginning of this introduction. Namely, one first establishes a higher
index theorem, expressing (0.4) in terms of the Chern character of an
index class defined by the signature operator, and then proves that such
an index class is a homotopy invariant. Since these two steps are fundamental in what follows, we give a few more details. The higher index
theorem is obtained as follows; the signature operator defines an index
class Ind^) in Ko(C^(T)). The reduced C7*-algebra of the group should
be thought of as the space of continuous functions on a noncommutative
space. It is possible, in general, to construct a dense subalgebra
B^=B00

of

C^*(r), CrcB00,

playing the role of the C°° -functions, which is dense in C^(F) and closed
under holomorphic functional calculus (see, for example, the Appendix).
If r is of polynomial growth then B°° is nothing but the subalgebra of
rapidly decreasing functions on r. Since by assumption the algebra B°°
is dense in C^(T) and closed under holomorphic functional calculus, we
have Ko(C^(T) ^ Ko(B°°)^ thus Ind(P) 6 Ko(B°°).
We can take the Chern character of this index class, with values
in KaroubFs non-commutative topological de Rham homology H^(B°°),
see [Ka]. Recall that KaroubFs (topological) non-commutative de Rham
homology always pairs with (topological) cyclic cohomology. Given an
element [c] C JP(r,C) we can construct a cyclic cocycle 7-c and take its
class in 7:f(7*(€T). If, as we are assuming, the group is virtually nilpotent
or Gromov hyperbolic, then there exist a cocycle representative in [c],
still denoted by c, such that the cyclic cocycle Tc extends from Z(7*(CT)
to ZC*(B°°). It is precisely at this point that one uses the assumptions
on the group r. We can pair the corresponding cyclic cohomology class
in HC*(B°°) with the homology class
Ch(lnd(P+)) ^H,(B°°)
TOME 127 — 1999 — N° 2
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thus obtaining a number:
(Ch(Ind(P+)),Tc).
The higher index theorem of Connes-Moscovici states that
(0.5)

<Ch(Ind(P+)),T,) = [ C(N) A ^*[c].
JN

This result gives an analytic interpretation of the higher signatures. The
second step in the proof of (this case of) the Novikov conjecture, namely
the proof of the homotopy invariance of the index class

ind(P+)e^o(G;(r)),
can either be carried out directly, as in [KM] [HS], or by showing that
this index class is equal to an a priori homotopy invariant, the Mishenko
symmetric signature of M.
As a last piece of background material we mention Loft's heat kernel
proof of the Connes-Moscovici higher index theorem. First recall that
Karoubi's definition of noncommutative de Rham homology is based on
a space of noncommutative "smooth" differential forms f2(^°°). Loft's
heat kernel proof of the Connes-Moscovici result implies the existence
of an explicit representative for the non-commutative de Rham class
Ch(Ind(P+)):
(0.6)

Ch(lnd(P+)) = \ f L(7V,V^) A J
^JN
-I

with uo e ^*(7V) (g) ^(B00) a closed explicit bi-form. We shall call uj the
Lott bi-form of the Galois covering F -^ N —^ N . As a last important
step Lott also proves that, if F is either of polynomial growth or Gromov
hyperbolic, then
L(7v,V^)AJ,r,\= / C(N)/\^[c]
J
/
JN

thus reobtaining the higher index theorem of Connes-Moscovici. The heat
kernel approach developed by Lott also allows for the introduction of
a higher eta invariant T], a noncommutative differential form generalizing (0.1) (see [L2, p. 214] for the polynomial growth case and both [L3]
and the Appendix for the general case).
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The main aim of this article is to give a (partial) answer to the following
rather fundamental
QUESTION. — If M is a manifold with boundary, can one define higher
signatures, generalizing (0.4), and prove their homotopy invariance?

That this is not a trivial extension of the closed case already appears
from our discussion above, leading to the homotopy invariance of (0.2) on
a manifold with boundary. The question was first addressed in [L2] where,
as already remarked, a candidate for the boundary correction term (the
higher eta invariant) was introduced for operators Jj) of Dirac-type which
are T^-invertible. Because of this last requirement the higher signatures
defined in [L2, p. 228]) are twisted. It is only by twisting the signature
operator that we can reasonably assume an invertible signature laplacian
on the boundary; an invertibility assumption on the untwisted boundary
signature laplacian would be too strong, see [L4].
We shall make two hypothesis. First we assume that
(H \

J^^^O = F xF with F a non-trivial finite group and
\r either of polynomial growth or Gromov hyperbolic.

In order to state our second hypothesis we need to introduce some
notation. We fix p:F -^ U(£), a non-trivial representation of F. We
let Ep be the corresponding flat unitary bundle on M and Dp the
associated twisted signature operator. Consider the r-Galois covering
T T : ( M / F ) —> M, with M the universal cover of M, and the twisting flat
bundle Ep = 7r*(£p); let D^ the associated twisted signature operator
and (D^)o the induced boundary signature operator on 9(M/F). Our
second assumption reads:
{H^)

The boundary operator (D^o is L2-invertible.

Notice that the two assumptions (J^i) and (H^) are homotopy invariant
conditions of the pair (M, OM). Because of assumption (H^) we can define,
following [L2], [L3] and the Appendix, a twisted higher eta invariant, rjp.
Finally let
a;en*(M)(g)^(^ 0 0 )
be the Loft's biform (see [LP1, p. 95]) associated to the covering

r —> M / F —> M ;
here the algebra B°° stands for the algebra of rapidly decreasing functions
on r in the virtually nilpotent case and for the Connes-Moscovici algebra
in the hyperbolic case (see [CM]). We can now state the main result of
this paper:
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THEOREM 0.1. — Let M be a compact oriented manifold with boundary
satisfying the two assumptions {H^)^(H^) above. Let [c] e H*(F^C)
and let Tc € 7:f(7*(€T) be the cyclic cohomology class associated to the
corresponding (extendable) cyclic cocycle. Then the complex numbers

f L{M^M)^^-^^
JM
i
are homotopy invariants of the pair (M ,<9M).

In simple words our main theorem says the following: if the manifold
has a boundary the integral appearing in (0.6) does not define a closed
non-commutative differential form. In particular it does not pair with the
cyclic cocycles Tc and cannot produce homotopy invariants. Theorem 0.1
identifies the boundary correction term we have to subtract in order to
obtain homotopy invariants, at least in some special cases. The proof, rigorously presented in the next section, is based on an extension to hyperbolic
groups of the higher Atiyah-Patodi-Singer index formula of [LP1] (see the
Appendix), the 6-23°°-Mishenko-Fomenko calculus (developed in [LP1])
and on a result of Kaminker-Miller [KM] stating the equality of the index
class associated to two hermitian Fredholm complexes which are chain
homotopy equivalent.
The results of this paper were announced in [LP3]. The paper has been
circulating as Preprint IHES/M/97/89.
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1. Proof of the main theorem
We are assuming that 71-1 (M) = F x F, with F finite and^r either of
polynomial growth or Gromov hyperbolic. Let 71-1 (M) —> M —> M the
universal cover of M. We then obtain two additional Galois coverings:
F —> (M/r) —. M,

r —> ( M / F ) —> M.
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We shall be mainly concerned with the second one; we denote the noncompact covering space (M/F) by Mr so as to make precise the fact that
this is a r-Galois covering.
Let p:F —>• U(£) be the non-trivial representation of hypothesis (H'z)
and let Ep —^ M be the corresponding flat unitary bundle. We also have
a flat unitary bundle Ep over M^ and it is clear that this is simply the
pull-back of Ep under the obvious covering map rr'.M1^ —>• M.
We shall now define the various signature operators that will be needed
in the proof of the theorem. By B°° we denote either the subalgebra
of C^(F) of rapidly decreasing functions, in the case F of polynomial
growth, or the Connes-Moscovici algebra, in the case F Gromov hyperbolic. Recall that Ko(C^(T)) ^ Ko(B°°). We shall consider the following C7;(F) and ^°°-flat bundles over M:
V^p = (M^ xr C7;(F)) 0c Ep^

^(oo) = (M^ Xr 23°°) 0c Ep.

We shall denote by V^ the twisted 5-signature operator acting on the
C^(F)-Hilbert modules 7^(M, V^ 0 ^M), where k e N, or on the space
^^°(M,V^(oo) (g) ^A*M) as defined in the b -Mishenko-Fomenko calculus
of [LP1]. The corresponding boundary operator will be denoted by (2>^)o;
it acts on C°°(9M, V^QM ^ A*(9M)).
Lott has established a relationship between the lifted signature operator
D^ on the covering M1\ acting on the sections of Tr*^? 0 bA*M),
and the operator T^. For simplicity we describe it only when F is
virtually nilpotent. Under this latter assumption, Lott has established a
correspondence between B°° -sections on the base and rapidly decreasing
sections on the F-covering T^M^ —r M (see [L2, p. 221]). For any section u
in the Schwartz space ^(M^TT*^? 0 bA*M)) the element

Ew^

7cr

belongs to 7-^°(M,V^(oo) 0 ^M), with 7-^° = ^}H^ and conversely.
The lilted signature operator D^ acting on S^M^ ^"(Ep^hp^M)) then
satisfies
V^R^]=^R;{D^,(u)^.
7er
^er
Now we go back to the general case, assuming F to be either hyperbolic or
virtually nilpotent. The corresponding signature operator on 9(M^) will
be denoted, as usual, by (D^)o.
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PROPOSITION 1.1. — The boundary operator (T^^Q is invertible both in
the C^(r)- and in the B°°-calculus. Moreover the graded signature operator
(P^)+ on the manifold M is C^{T)-Fredholm.

Proof. — By assumption (ffi) the boundary operator (D^o is L2invertible. Thus we can find an e > 0 and \ e C^R.IR) such that
\(x) = 0 (respectively = 1/x) for \x\ < e (resp. > 2e) in such a way
that the inverse of (D^)o is given by ^((D^)o). Using Loft's correspondence one checks immediatly that the operator ^(C^Do) provides an
inverse for (P^)o. The fact that (P^)4" is C^(r)-Fredholm as an operator
H^ —> Lj is a consequence of the results in [LP1, p. 15].
Since Ep is a flat unitary vector bundle, V^ is endowed with a natural
(^(I^-Hermitian product denoted ( ; ) which we will take to be antilinear
on the left. Let
dim(M) = 2m.
Then given x G M and k e {—m, —m + 1 , . . . , m — 1, m} we set
^0a;r7(g)/3^=6(aA/3)(^)
for any ^rj <E V^ a e bA^-k(M), f3 e ^^(M) and with
_ f 1
if (m — k) is even,
I:
[ ^/ 1 if (m — k) is odd.
Moreover we set
(1.1)

C^ EE ^(M.V^ 0c ^-^M)).

For any k € { — m , . . . , m} we get a map
k

c xc^ —^*(r),

(U,V) I——>

/ {U',v)x
</M

= (ZA;?;)

which is well defined. Indeed C^ is the completion of
G,00 (M \ 9M, V^ 0 ^A* (M))
with respect to the C^(r)-Hermitian product
;^;^),=<(id+A^)S;^,
with
A^=d;d^+d^d;
equal to the 6 -Hodge Laplacian associated to the twisted exterior derivative dp.
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We shall now make use of the notion of graded Hermitian Fredholm
complex as given in [KM].
PROPOSITION 1.2. — The bounded complex
. . . —,c k -^ C^1 —> '' •
endowed with the differential dp on C^
~ _ f dp

i m - k = 2£,

dp=

zfm-k= 2 ^ + 1 ,

{-V^dp

and with the maps Ck x C^ —> C^(T), {u^v) i-» (u -,v), is a graded
Hermitian Fredholm complex.

Proof. — In order to prove that this bounded cochain complex is
Hermitian we need to check the following four conditions: for all (n, v)
in Ck x C^ and for all a in C^(T),
(i) (u'.va} = (u',v}a;
(ii) (u;v)* = {v,u}\

(hi) (Jp(^);w) = (u^dp(w)} for all u^Ck and all w € C-^',
(iv) let C ' be the dual complex:
(C1)1^ = dual of C~k^

d' = transpose of dp.

Then ( ; ): C —^ C ' is a chain homotopy equivalence of complexes.
We leave (i)-(iv) to the reader.
In order to prove that the Hermitian complex ((7*, dp) is Fredholm we
have to construct a map h: C* —> (7* of degree — 1 such that
hdp 4- dph — id
is C^ (r) -compact. Since the boundary signature operator (R^Q is invertible we can adapt the arguments given in [Me, p. 175] and find A in
^^'^(M, V^ 0 ^M) such that the indicial family of
(dpd.+d^d^^id+A^-^A]
is the identity. Moreover one checks that the indicial family of dp commutes with that of (id+Ap)~ 1 + A. Thus
h: ^[(id+A^+A]
is such that hdp-}- dph—id is C^ (T)-compact. The proposition is proved. []
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Using Proposition 1.1 and the classical result of [MF] we can define an
index class Ind(P^)+ C Ko{C^(T)).
PROPOSITION 1.3.— The index class Indf^D^)^ is a homotopy invariant
of the oriented pair (M,3M).

Proof. — We consider a smooth triangulation T(M) of M inducing
a smooth triangulation T(9M) of 9M. We follow [Lu, p. 247] and [KM,
p. 123]. Let
Cre\,k, 0 < k <, 2m,
the vector space of C-valued relative A;-simplicial chains associated
to T(M). We denote by e/c the canonical basis of Crei,/c. We also consider
the dual space of relative A:-simplicial cochains C^ with the dual basis ek.
We now consider C^(M;V^), —m < j <^ m, the space of (j +m)-relative
cochains with values in the flat bundle V^. We shall use the standard
coboundary operator
d:^(M;^^)-^C^l(M;^^).

By using the C^(r)-Hermitian scalar product of V^ we shall now define a
pairing

( ; ): CUM'^) x C^(M^) —. c;(r).
First we fix a chain representative ^ of [M] e H^rn(M,9M); next we
observe that each element x in C^(M;V^) can be identified with a sum
of elements like ^a with a a (m+j')-relative-co chain in M belonging to
the dual basis e^^' and $ G C;(r) 0c ^ with £ = rankEp. Let y = T] 0 f3
be an element in C^(M',V^), thus with f3 a (m - j)-relative-cochain
in e771""-7; we set
(1.2)

(x^y}= ^ ( a U / ^ + ^ i r ' - ^ ^ U a ) ^ ) ^ ; ^ )

with
F1
if (m + j) is even,
I v^I if (m + j) is odd.
This symmetrization is necessary (see [Lu]) since at the cochain level
a U f3 ^ (-I)7712"72/? U a in general. Lastly we define
~^CUM^)^C^\M^)

by
f d
d =<
_
t -V-ld

if (m + j) is even,
if ( m + j ) is odd.

2

Of course d = 0.
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The following lemma gathers several properties of the complex just
defined. Notice that the above triangulation T(9M) allows to define an
analogous complex ((7*(5M;V^|9^),d).
LEMMA 1.4. — The complex C^^M'^V^) is finitely generated and
Hermitian. Its signature a^C^^M'^V^)) belongs to Ko(C^{T)) and is an
homotopy invariant of the pair (M,<9M), the non-trivial representation p
being fixed.

Proof. — Because of the above symmetrization one easily checks that
the properties (i), (ii), (iii) (see the proof of Proposition 1.2) are satisfied.
Let us prove (iv): since the boundary signature operator (^^o is
invertible, we can use Hodge and de Rham-type theorems with coefficients in V^QM m order to show that ^(QM^V^QM) is acyclic in all
degrees. Similarly the de Rham cohomology groups H^^QM'^V^QM)
are all trivial. Thus, the absolute and relative de Rham cohomology
groups of M with coefficients in V^ both coincide with the cohomology
groups of C^^M'^V^). We can now use Poincare duality to check that
C^(M;V^) satisfies the property (iv) defining an Hermitian complex.
Thus (C^^M;^), dp, ( ; )) is indeed a finitely generated Hermitian complex. (For the definition of the signature o~(C^(M;V^)) see [KM, p. 120].)
The homotopy invariance of^C^^M;^)) follows at once from the main
result of [KM, Thm4.1], since the homotopy type of the Hermitian complex C^ (M, V^) clearly depends only on the homotopy type of (M, 9M).
Lemma 1.4 is proved. Q
We now go back to the proof of Proposition 1.3. We recall (see
[KM]) that the signature cr((7*) of the Fredholm Hermitian complex
C7* of (1.1) is precisely equal to Ind(P^)+ € Ko(C^F)). This means
that Lemma 1.4, the next lemma and Theorem 4.1 of [KM] immediatly
imply Proposition 1.3
LEMMA 1.5. — There is a natural chain homotopy equivalence of
Hermitian complexes f: (7^(M;V^) —^ (7* with C* defined by (1.1).

Proof. — As in [KM] we consider the following maps of complexes:
w: C^(M^) -^ %i(^;^

j:^(M^) -^ C*

where f^(M;V^) is the complex of smooth relative differential forms
with coefficients in V^ w is the Whitney map (see [Do, p. 162]); j is the
inclusion map. Since the boundary operator (^^o is invertible, we observe
that the complex C* is a resolution of the space of flat sections of V^
TOME 127 — 1999 — N° 2
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over M. We set / = j o w. Using appropriate Poincare lemmas for each
of the three complexes above, together with de Rham-type theorems, one
checks that / induces an isomorphism in cohomology. Moreover, one sees
easily that / satisfies the requirement of Definition 2.2 of [KM]. Thus /
is a chain homotopy equivalence of Hermitian complexes and Lemma 1.5
is proved. []
Having established Proposition 1.3, i.e. the homotopy invariance of the
index class of the signature operator, we can now apply our main result in
[LP1, Section 14] together with its extension to the hyperbolic case given
in the Appendix. Thus we take a "smooth" representative of Ind^^)"^
in Ko{B°°) and apply the main formula in [LP1] to obtain:
{t I

^M.V^Ao;- ^,;Tc)=<Ch(Ind(^)+);r,).

J M

Using Proposition 1.3 we see that the left hand-side is a homotopy invariant of the pair (M,9M). This proves Theorem 0.1 in the even dimensional case. If M is odd dimensional and satisfies the two assumptions
(Jfi) and (H^) then we can certainly define the higher twisted eta invariant for the boundary signature operator (see [L2]). The higher signatures
are now defined exactly as before
(1.3)

a(M,9M;[c]): =U{ L{M^) Ao; - \^, r\
v
/
JM
-

In order to show that these numbers are homotopy invariants of the pair
(M, 9M) we follow the usual technique and cross the relavant manifolds
by S1. Thus let M and M' be two homotopy equivalent odd-dimensional
manifolds with boundary satisfying (J^i) and (H^). The manifolds M x S1
and M' x S1 are thus even dimensional and still homotopy equivalent.
They certainly satisfy assumption (^i). Let ^^f^i and ^^^i be
the signature operators with values in the flat line bundle Vp (see the
beginning of this Section). Because of assumption (H^) on M, M/ we see
easily that M x S1 and M' x S1 also satisfy assumption (^2); m other
words these two operators have invertible boundary operators in the
Mishenko-Fomenko calculus. They are therefore C^(r x Z)-Fredholm with
equal higher index classes in Ko(C^(r x Z)). Observe now that by Fourier
transform
Ko(C^(T x Z)) = ^o(G;(r) 0 C7°°(Z)).
Similarly, the higher signature operator T^xs^
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terms of Lusztig's family in his S1 -component, i.e. in terms of the
Z = ^-family:

(PM^Id^+Id^)^.
It is easy to check that the ^-family (PM 0 Ue +Id0D^) ^ is nothing
but the Dirac suspension considered in [MP2]. Performing in this setting
the computation presented there it is easy to show that the Z-fibre-integral
of the Chern character of the index class lnd(T>1^^ ) is precisely equal
to the noncommutative differential form
i) f W V ^ A ^ - ^
z
JM

appearing in the definition of the odd higher signatures (1.3). Of course
the same argument applies to M''; the equality of the two higher index
classes of M x S1 and M1 x S1 obviously implies the equality of the Zfibre-integral of their respective Chern characters; this gives the equality
a(M,<9M;[c]) = cr{M\9M';[c})

V[c] € ^f*(r;C).

Summarizing: under assumption (^i) and (H^) the numbers (1.3) are
homotopy invariants of the pair (M, 9M\ for any [c] G 7P(r;C), both for
even and odd dimensional manifolds. Our main result is now completely
proved.

[]

2. Examples
We contruct an explicit example of a manifold M satisfying (H-^)(H'z).
Let p be an odd prime integer and consider the 3-dimensional lens space
L(p2^2-!)

with

^(L^^-l^Z^.

Then [FS] there exists a non-simply connected oriented 4-dimensional
manifold Bp with boundary
9Bp=L(p^p2-^
moreover the inclusion i'.L^p2,?2 — 1) —^ Bp induces an epimorphism
(2.1)

7ri(L(p2^2 - 1)) = Zp2 —— Tr^Bp) = Zp

Let TV be a closed compact smooth oriented manifold such that Bp x W
be even dimensional. Assume T[\(W) = r to be either of polynomial
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growth or Gromov hyperbolic. Doing surgery along a submanifold of
(Bp x W) \ 9(Bp xW) of co dimension at least 3 we obtain a compact even
dimensional manifold M with boundary equal to L(p2,p2 — 1) x W and
with fundamental group equal to Zp x r. Clearly there is no reason why
such a manifold M should be a product. Let now p:Zp —> U(l) be a nontrivial representation. Let p\ be the representation^ of Tr^L^2,?2 — 1))
given by p and (2.1). If Ep is the flat bundle on M^ defined by p, then
one verifies that the restriction of Ep to the boundary
9M1' ^Hp2,?2 -1) xW
is equal to the flat bundle induced by the representation pi. On the other
hand it is an easy exercise to show that the twisted signature Laplacian on
L^p2,?2 — 1) is always invertible; this implies readily that hypothesis (H^)
is satisfied by M. Notice that in this case the twisted higher eta invariant
has the following simple expression
(2.2)

^^(L^p2-!)). / L ^ V ^ A ^ .

Jw

REMARK. — More generally the invertibility of the twisted Laplacian
on lens spaces can for example be used to imply this invertibility in a
number of situations similar to the one presented above. In this context it
should be remarked that a formula similar to (2.2) can be proved; notice
moreover that the twisted eta invariant of lens spaces can be explicitly
computed, see [APS 2].
3. Remarks on the gap case
In this section we assume that the group F is hyperbolic and that M
is even-dimensional; we will denote by B°° the Connes-Moscovici algebra
(see [CM]) associated with r. We assume the following on the boundary
signature operator:
(3.1)

36>0:

spec^DoH] -6,6[c {0}

This gap assumption is satisfied in the following examples.
EXAMPLES
1) r is the relative fundamental group of M.
2) Let W be a compact quotient of a Hyperbolic space H^ of dimension 2d and S^^ a sphere of dimension 2k + 1. Let q be a nonnegative
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integer such that the union of q copies of S^^ is the boundary of a
compact manifold X. We assume that 2A;+l+2d > 4. Let M be a compact
manifold obtained from X x W by doing surgery along a submanifold
of X x W \ 9X x W of codimension at least 3, then M will not be a
product in general but, using [L4, p. 3], one checks easily that the above
gap assumption is satisfied for M.
We set

A = c';(r).
Under assumption (3.1), one can prove ( see the Appendix) that the main
result (Theorem 14.1, p. 97) of [LP1] can be extended to the hyperbolic
case. Thus if x is fixed boundary defining function and e > 0 is small
enough then, the signature operator T>^ defines a canonical index class
lTldx~€'D^~xe C Ko(A), the higher eta invariant rJ of the boundary Dirac
operator is well defined and we have
(3.2)

Ch^nd.r-6?^)
= ( L{M)/\U}- i(77+Ch(null(A)))) ^ H^B00).
JM

Let c G Z*(F,C) be a group cocycle; we can assume that the corresponding cyclic cocycle 7-c of C[F] extends as a cyclic cocycle of B°°. We define
the higher signatures of (M, 9M) as:
(3.3)

/ / L(M)Acc;-i77;Tc\.
^JM
"
'

Now we will follow [Chl], [Ch2] and add a cone to M; this will
allow to define a canonical signature index class in KQ^A) which will be
an homotopy invariant of the pair (M,(9M). Lastly, we will state as a
conjecture the noncommutative version of the index formula of [BiCh] for
a family of signature operators on cones; this conjecture would imply the
homotopy invariance of the higher signature (3.3) for each [c] 6 H * ( T ^ C ) .
Now, let us recall that M is an even dimensional compact oriented
Riemannian manifold with boundary, we assume that the metric has a
product structure near the boundary.
We consider the cone
C(9M)=]^l]x9M={{r,y)}
endowed with the metric
dr (g) dr + r2g
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where g is the metric on 9M. We set
M' = M U C(9M)
and denote by M' the associated F-normal cover. We set:
^ = (M' xr C;(r)) (g) A^M'.

We denote by P' (resp. Po) the induced C^ (r)-signature operator (resp.
boundary signature operator) acting on sections of £^~ © S~ (resp ^L^).
DEFINITION 3.1.
DomP' = {a e ^(M^f); 3ap G C^(M',£), p e N,
o-p -^ a, P'(ap) ^ ^(a) in L2(Mf,£)}
Assumption (3.1) allows to adapt easily the proof of Theorem 2.2 of
[Chl] so as to get the next proposition:
PROPOSITION 3.2. — For any a,f3 in DomP':
{V\a)^}={a^W}^
where ( , ) is the A-scalar product of the A-Hilbert module L^Tl/f',^).

PROPOSITION 3.3.— There exits e-^2 e K^( ^(M^S) ) for each t > 0
such that:
e-^L^M^)) C DomP';

( d + P'2) e-^2 = 0,
\ GLL
/

lim e-^'^Id.
t^0+

Proof. — The gap assumption (3.1) allows us to adapt easily the
construction of the Heat kernel given in [Ch2], for instance the expression
of e"^ given in Example 3.1 of [Ch2] should be replaced in our context by:

(-'^--(^v^m- n
PROPOSITION 3.4.
1) Id+P'^DomP'2 -^ L^M'^) is surjective;
2) (Id+P^-^^A^M^)).
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Proof. — It is a simple consequence of Proposition 3.3 and of the
identity:
y+oo

(Id+P'^o/
e-^+^d^Id. D
Jo
PROPOSITION 3.5.
1) V^'.H^M^S) -^ I?(M\£') is A-Fredholm',
2) P':^(M',<?) -> I?(M',£} is A-Fredholm.
Proof. — 2) is a consequence of 1). Let us prove 1).
Let (f)(f) e C^mp([0, +oo[,]R) be such that (j)(t) = 1 for 0 ^ t < 1. We
then have, thanks to Proposition 3.3:
/*+oo

V'2 a \

Jo

P-\-OQ

e-^2 (j>{t) dt = Id - /

Jo

e-^'2 ^ (t) dt.

Since ^(t) = 0 for 0 <: t < ^ and e"^' is A-compact for t > 0, 1) is
proved. []
PROPOSITION 3.6. — The index class IndP7"^ G Ko(A) defined by
Proposition 3.5 is a homotopy invariant of the oriented pair (M ^9M).

Proof. —Propositions 3.2, 3.4 and 3.5 allow us to adapt in a straightforward way the proof of [HS] for a closed manifold. We omit the details, [j
Now, we make the following conjecture which is nothing but the
noncommut alive version of the Index theorem of [BiCh] (see p. 70) for
a family of signature operators on cones such that the kernels of the
boundary operators have constant rank.
CONJECTURE 3.7. — Under assumption (3.1) we have:

(3.4)

ChIndP^ = f L(M) ^^ - \T]
€ H^B°°)
2
JM

where the higher eta invariant rj is exactly the one in (3.2).

REMARK. — There are two possible routes to this conjecture. One is to
prove that
Ch^nd^)) = Ch^nd^Tr^) 4- \ Ch(null(Po)).
When r is trivial the latter result is true and proved by combining
arguments of [Me, chap. 6] and of [Chl], [Ch2]. Notice, however, that
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these arguments use Hodge theory on the whole manifold in an essential
way; extending these Hodge-theoretic arguments to the noncommutative
case does not seem straighforward. A second approach would be to prove
formula (3.4) directly, with no reference to the b -calculus.
Under assumption (3.1), Conjecture 3.7 and Proposition 3.6 imply
that (3.3) is an homotopy invariant of the oriented pair (M, 9M) for
each [c] €^*(r,C).
4. Appendix: The higher APS index formula for finitely
presented groups
In this section we will make use of a recent paper of Lott [L3] in order
to extend the main result of [LP1] (when the ^-spectrum of the lifted
boundary operator has a gap at zero) to groups which are only finitely
presented. Notice however that all results concerning higher signatures
require the extendibility property of the cyclic cocycle Tc G HC*(CT)
associated to [c] € H*(T,C) to a cyclic cocycle in HC*(B°°). It is at this
point that crucial use is made of the assumption F Gromov hyperbolic or
virtually nilpotent.
As usual we assume some familiarity with the notations and results
of [LI], [L2], [LP1].
Thus M is an even dimensional compact manifold with boundary, E
is a Z2-graded hermitian vector bundle on M, If) is an odd self-adjoint
Dirac operator acting on the sections of E. We consider r, a finitely
presented discrete group and TT'.M —> M, a Galois F-cover of M. We
let If) be the lifted F-invariant Dirac operator on M acting on the sections
of E = TT*(^); we denote by ^o? ^o ^ne Dirac operators induced on the
boundary. Finally we introduce the C* -algebra A = C^ (F) and the flat
A-bundle on M: V = M Xp A. We let £ = V 0 E. The operator Jj) induces
a A-differential operator Tp acting on the sections of £ with boundary
operator ^o- The boundary operators I/>Q, J^o and ^o are self-adjoint with
respect to the appropriate scalar products. We refer to [LP1] for more on
these geometric preliminaries and also for the material concerning Lottos
connection V (see respectively Sect. 4 and Sect. 2). As a last piece of
background material we introduce the algebra
B°° = {T e (7;(r); VA; € N, <^(T) is bounded on ^(F)}
where 6(T) = [D^ T] and D is the unbounded operator on ^(F) associated
with a word metric L

D(eh) = L{h)en
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for any h G r ((^) denotes the standard orthonormal basis of^(r)). It
is well known that B°° is dense in C^(T) and closed under holomorphic
functional calculus.
The goal of this Appendix is to prove the following theorem, extending
to arbitrary finitely presented discrete groups T the results of [LP1]:
THEOREM 4.1. — Assume that there exits 6 > 0 such that
spec^o H [-M] C {0}.
Then
1) The higher eta invariant rj = r](J)>o) of Lott [L2] is well defined as
an element of^(B°°).

2) For e > 0 small enough, x'^^x^ is B°°-Fredholm and thus defines
an index class Ind^) C Ko{B°°).
3) The null space null^o 1s ^ finitely generated B°°-protective module.
For the Chern character o/Ind^"^), in the noncommutative topological
de Rham homology of B00, the following formula holds:

(4.1)

Ch^ndC^)) = ( A A C h ' ^ A a ; - i^+Chnull^o).
JM

The proof will in fact establish the convergence of Loft's higher eta
invariant for any closed manifold, not necessarily the boundary of an
even dimensional manifold. This convergence is implicitly proved in [L3],
where a new technique for studying the large time behaviour of the
superconnection heat kernel associated to 1f>o is introduced.
We now prove [1]. As in [L3] we consider B°° as the projective limit of
the sequence of Banach algebras (Bj)j>o with norms | • |j:
• • • -^ Bj —> Bj-t —> ' • • —> BQ
with BQ = A. The definition of Bj is the obvious one, namely:
Bj ={Te G;(r); \/k € { 0 , 1 , . . . j}, S^T) is bounded on ^(F)}
and
|T|,=y supr(T)||^_^.
U^fc'^7
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As pointed out in [L3] the norms | • \j on Bj induce norms || • \\j
on the space of differential forms of degree k denned in [LI]: ^k{B°°)
and ^(2300). We denote by
^(^•),

fl^B,)

the corresponding completions.
For each pair of non-negative integers j, k we introduce the following
Banach space
E(j. k) = C°{9M^9M xp B,) ^ E) ^ ^(B,).
By assumption there exists a 6 > 0 such that spec(^o) H ] - 6, 6[c {0}.
Let 7 be the following contour of the half-plane x > 0: 7 is the union of
the two half-lines with slopes ±1 and with origin in the point (|- 6,0). We
orient 7 clockwise.
For each z C 7 the operator (^Id-^o2) is invertible in the Apseudodifferential calculus. Thus, according to [L3, Prop. 19], it is invertible in the corresponding Bj and ^°°-calculi. Moreover, one checks easily
that the orthogonal projection Po onto null^o (given by a contour integral) is a 2500-smoothing operator. The operators

^^.f^^"'
are therefore well defined and for t > 0 form a semigroup acting on the
Banach space E{j,k). Thus, following again [L3], we have the crucial
estimate
(4.2).

|| e-*^ - PO\\EW^E(M <. C^ e-^4,

\/t ^ 1.

Now let us fix e > 0. The three following facts are easily seen to be true:
(i) 1f>oe-^: E(j, k) -^ E{j, k) is bounded.
(ii) The commutator
[TV^o + ^oTV, -Jf>o\: E(j, k) -^ E(j, k + 1)

is bounded. Here Y is the obvious grading on £o^£o, So = ^AM' introduced
in [LP1].
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(iii) The commutator
[V2,^)]:^ k) -^0,^+2)

is bounded.
Now we can prove the convergence of the integral
r\

(4.3)

r-\-oo

-,= \
V71' Jo

STRci(i) (a^o exp(-(TV + ^o)2)) ds

defining the higher eta invariant. Recall that in this definition a is the
involution on EQ 0 So, sending u (D v to v (B u. As observed in [L2] we have
only to prove the convergence when s —> 4-00. Let us fix E(j^ k)\ we follow
closely the Berline-Getzler-Vergne argument used in section 2 of [LP1]
but we work in the B^-calculus on the base (instead of the covering),
thus we consider (TV + saiRo)2 as a perturbation of (^^o)2 viewed as
a £?j-operator. The estimate (4.2) and the three facts above can now be
used (as in Section 2 of [LP1]) in order to prove the convergence of the
integral (4.3) for the norm || • ||j. Since this is true for any j, 1) is proved.
In order to prove 2) we remark that in the virtually nilpotent case
treated in [LP1] this property is the consequence of the 6-B°°-MishenkoFomenko decomposition theorem. The latter is proved following the ideas
in [MF] and the crucial fact that if a jS^-pseudodifferential operator is
invertible in the A-calculus then it is also invertible in the ^°°-calculus.
Since this last property has now been established by Lott [L3] for the
algebra B°° considered in this section, we see that our arguments in [LP1]
apply verbatim to the present situation (see [LP1, Thm 12.7]).
We come finally to the proof of the higher Atiyah-Patodi-Singer formula (4.1). Recall that the proof given in [LP1] is ultimately a consequence
of the b -heat calculus on the covering and of the ^-Z^-Mishenko-Fomenko
calculus and, in particular, of an extension of Melrose5 formula for the btrace of a commutator. The b- heat calculus on the covering M is replaced
now by a ^-B^-heat calculus on M to be developed with no difficulties
along the lines in [Me]. The part involving the ^-Z^-Mishenko-Fomenko
calculus remains unchanged. We follow closely the structure of the proof
of [LP1, section 14], so in a first step we assume that J^Q is invertible.
Recall now that by making a series of deformations (inspired by the work
of Bismut, see [B], [LI]) one can prove that for u > 0
Ch(lnd(^+)) = [ A/\Ch\E)/\uj-^ [ u rj(s)ds + B(u)
JM
" Jo
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with B(u) explicit boundary terms and rj(s) the integrand of (4.3). One
key step in the proof of (4.1) given in [LP1] is to show that as u —> +00
the term B(u) converges to zero. It is here that the assumption F virtually
nilpotent is used in a crucial way. We are now going to show that, thanks
to the recent results of [L3], these steps can be generalized to the general
case. To this end we introduce for each pair of non-negative integers, the
Banach space
F{j,k) = ^{OM^OM xr B,) 0c E) ^ ^k(B,).
The semigroup exp(-t^) acting on F(j, k) is again well defined and the
estimate (estimate) (with Po = 0) holds with F(j,k) in place of E(j,k).
Now we observe that for each real A the operators
(Az + ^o)~ 1 o V 2 o (Az + ^o),

(Az + ^o)~1 o TV o (Az + j^o) o TV

are bounded operators from F(j, k) to F{j, k + 2). Similarly the operator
(Az + ^o)~ 1 o (TV^o + ^oTV) o (Az + j^o)
is bounded as an operator from F(j, k) —^ F(j,k + 1). Here we have
used the well known fact that 0-th order pseudodifferential operators are
bounded on the Holder space C 1 / 2 ; notice that this is not the case for the
space of continuous functions. By applying DuhamePs formula as above,
the analogue of the estimate (estimate) and the two previous remarks
one proves, as in [LP1], that the extra boundary terms B(u) converge
to 0 as u —> +00. Now when ^o is not invertible, one proceeds as in
the end of section 14 of [LP1], one considers the x~e^|>xe, for e small
enough its boundary operator is invertible, then one uses a straightforward
generalization of Theorem 3.2 of [LP1] in order to get — - (rj + Ch null iRo )
as a boundary correction term. The theorem is proved. \\
REMARK 4.2. — The applications of Theorem 4.1 to positive scalar
questions given in [LP1, Section 15] can now be extended to an arbitrary
finitely presented group.
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